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    Amateur Traditional Xiqu Performers refers to a class of persons who are 
informal actors but participate in theatrical activities, we named their performances 
"Chuanxi" or "Kechuan". A long time ago there are drama activities of the Amateur 
Traditional Xiqu Performers. However, until the Ming Dynasty, with the commercial 
economic development and increase in drama activities, more and more Amateur 
Traditional Xiqu Performers appeared, and have a significant impact on the Xiqu. 
Besides participating in the legend creation, The Ming Dynasty scholars also had a 
keen interest in Xiqu, many scholars join the Xiqu performances, and become 
Amateur Traditional Xiqu Performers .The Amateur Traditional Xiqu Performers are 
composed mainly of scholars and officers. So their social status, economic power, 
cultural level, as well as drama psychological performing purposes are very different 
with professional actors. Their participation in drama activities will inevitably have a 
major impact on the development of the Ming Dynasty Xiqu. 
This paper studies the Amateur Traditional Xiqu Performers of the Ming Dynasty. 
Firstly, we define the" Amateur Traditional Xiqu Performers" as those 
non-professional actors except of merchants in the civil society including the ruling 
class, whose purpose of performing is not to make money. Chapter 2 mainly 
introduces a list of principal officials of the Ming Dynasty, through analyzing their 
performances and their drama theory. On the basis of the second chapter, the third 
chapter summarizes the effect of the Amateur Traditional Xiqu Performers group's 
drama activities to the development of the Xiqu. Besides, it also lists the main 
Amateur Traditional Xiqu Performers of the Ming Dynasty in the form of table. 
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